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            Editing Practice #13 

        (Conjunctions) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. the oldest mustasch portrait is a Horseman from 300 b.c. but the style is likely old 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. in the 1800’s british army officers grew them to empress Soldeirs and the trend spred back home 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #14                   Date __________ 

        (Colons) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. kori growed several types of Carnivorous Plants pitcher sundew and Venus flytrap 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. there closing speed depends on severel facters humidity light and size of pray 

_____________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #15                    Date __________ 

        (Semicolon) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. it is a days for Voting in america electshuns are on the teusday after the first monday in Novembers! 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. monday was considerd a better travel day therefore tuesday becamed the logical Voting days 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #16                    Date __________ 

        (Avoid Fluff) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. wow, the modern pogo stick was like the best Invention all time in 1920 in germany 

_____________________________________________________________________________     

2. pogo was very, very Popular in the 1970’s due to extraordinarily, good Advertisings 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

ANSWER KEY 
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      Editing Practice #13 

(Conjunctions) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

 1. the oldest mustasch portrait is a Horseman from 300 b.c. but the style is likely old 

     The oldest mustache portrait is a horseman from 300 B.C., but the style is likely older. 

2. in the 1800’s british army officers grew them to empress Soldeirs and the trend spred back home 

     In the 1800’s, British army officers grew them to impress soldiers, and the trend spread back home. 

 
 

 

     Editing Practice #14 

(Colons) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. kori growed several types of Carnivorous Plants pitcher sundew and Venus flytrap 

    Kori grows several types of carnivorous plants: pitcher, sundew, and Venus flytrap. 

2. there closing speed depends on severel facters humidity light and size of pray 

    Their closing speed depends on several factors: humidity, light, and size of prey. 

 

 

 

 

Editing Practice #15 

(Semicolons)  

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

  1. it is a days for Voting in america electshuns are on the teusday after the first monday in Novembers! 

      It is a day for voting in America; elections are on the Tuesday after the first Monday in November. 

2. monday was considerd a better travel day therefore tuesday becamed the logical Voting days 

      Monday was considered a better travel day; therefore, Tuesday became the logical voting day. 

 

 

 

 Editing Practice #16   

        (Avoid Fluff) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. wow, the modern pogo stick was like the best Invention all time in 1920 in germany 

    The modern pogo stick was invented in 1920 in Germany. 

2. pogo was very, very Popular in the 1970’s due to extraordinarily, good Advertisings 

     Pogo was popular in the 1970’s due to good advertising. 

 

 

 


